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The Scotch is Dun prevails in a blanket finish in the 
$190,425 EVD Futurity at Evangeline Downs  

 
Opelousas, Louisiana–The Scotch is Dun rallied strongly in the final 150 yards to capture the 
$190,425 EVD Futurity for two-year-old Quarter Horses at Evangeline Downs Racetrack & 
Casino on Saturday evening. Unhurried under jockey Luis Vivanco in the early stages, The Scotch 
is Dun accelerated in deep stretch to catch the leaders approaching the finish line to win by a head 
in a blanket finish that saw the top seven finishers separated by only a half-length at the wire.  
Sent off at odds of better than 11-1, the Texas bred gelding by Hiclass La Jolla returned $25.80 for 
the win to his backers. The running time for the 400 yards on a track labeled fast was 20.03, and 
earned a speed index figure of 92. 
 
Dashin Brown Streak and Rc Had to be My Day, who dueled most of the way with the odds-on 
favorite Jetblack Gold Moment, finished 2nd & 3rd, separated by a nose. Jetblack Gold Moment, 
who was the fastest qualifier from the eight trials conducted on November 24, had every chance 
but weakened just a bit late and finished fourth. I See Visions was next across the finish line in 5th, 
followed by A Zoomin Fortune and Flirtingwithamiracle. Shazooms Love checked in 8th, with 
Beaucoup Bonnechance and Jazzy Hero rounding out the complete order of finish. 
 
Owned by Filimon Saucedo and trained by Juan Saucedo, The Scotch is Dun earned $95,212 for 
the victory, his fourth-in-a-row and fifth overall from seven lifetime starts. Out of the Royal Shake 
Em mare Butterscotch Shake, The Scotch is Dun was bred in Texas by the T I Cattle Company.  
 
Racing wraps up for the 2012 season with programs set for Wednesday & Thursday with a post 
time of 5:40 pm, Central Time.   
 
For more information contact Evangeline Downs at 337-594-3000. 
 
 
 

 


